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ABSTRACT

Human computation games (HCGs) are games in which player
interaction is used to solve problems intractable for computers.
Most HCGs use simple reward mechanisms such as points
or leaderboards, but in contrast, many mainstream games use
more complex, and often multiple, reward mechanisms. In
this paper, we investigate whether multiple reward systems
and ability to choose the type of reward affects human task
performance and player experience in HCGs. We conducted a
study using a cooking-themed HCG, Cafe Flour Sack, which
implements four reward systems, and had two experimental
versions: one which randomly assigns rewards and the other
which offers players the choice of reward. Players were recruited from both Amazon Mechanical Turk and university
students. We report the results across these different game versions and player audiences. Our results suggest that offering
players a choice of reward can yield better task completion
metrics and similarly-engaged player experiences, and may
improve these metrics and experiences for audiences that are
not experts in crowdsourcing. We discuss these and other
results in the broader context of exploring different rewards
systems and other aspects of reward mechanics in HCGs.
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INTRODUCTION

Human computation games (HCGs) are games in which player
interaction is used to generate data or solve problems traditionally too difficult or intractable for computers to model.
These games, also called Games with a Purpose (GWAPs),
have been effectively deployed in domains such as data classification (e.g, image labeling [24]), scientific discovery (e.g.,
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protein folding [3]), and data collection (e.g., photo acquisition [23]). However, despite an increased public appetite and
a growing societal benefit for games, HCGs have not seen
widespread adoption. Some of this can be attributed to the
fact that game design and development is still a difficult and
time-consuming process.
Developing human computation games still remains challenging because like other serious games, HCGs have two oftenorthogonal design goals. On the one hand, the human computation task must be solved effectively and on the other, the game
should provide an entertaining player experience. Balancing
the two is still a formidable task, even for experienced game
designers. To complicate this, we know very little about how
to design these games. Conventional game design theories often do not accommodate the additional requirements imposed
by solving the task. Existing design knowledge in HCGs is
limited to templates and anecdotal examples that do not easily
generalize to new tasks and changing audiences. Growing
this design space would enable scientists, researchers, and
amateur developers to create HCGs more effectively, allowing
for more games to solve many interesting problems that might
otherwise be computationally intractable.
In this paper, we focus on the reward systems in human computation games. Without players, the underlying human computation tasks in HCGs may never be completed, and reward
systems — the sets of gameplay mechanics responsible for
providing positive feedback — allow us to compensate players
directly for contributing their time and effort to solving these
problems. This makes rewards some of the most important
gameplay elements to investigate in HCGs because of their
role in motivating and engaging players.
Currently, most HCGs tend to adopt simple reward systems
such as point systems and leaderboards, mirroring collaborative elements of puzzle games combined with social (and
sometimes competitive) mechanics. However rewards in mainstream digital games are often far more complex, and take
on a wide variety of forms not seen in current HCGs. One
longstanding question in HCG design is how to adopt the
mechanics of modern digital games in a way that respects
both the task completion —player performance at the task —
and the player experience —player interaction and engagement with the game. Rewards are no exception to this, but
unfortunately, we know very little about how different rewards
systems behave in human computation games, let alone which
ones are the most effective. Mainstream digital games often incorporate multiple, different reward systems in order to appeal

to a wide variety of player motivations and allow for diverse
player experiences. However, we know little about how these
more-complicated systems might behave in HCGs.
This paper is a first step towards untangling the effects of using
different rewards systems in human computation games. We
wish to investigate the question of whether or not randomly
distributing rewards to players as opposed to offering players a
choice between different reward systems has any effect on the
task completion and the player experience. Beyond looking
at reward systems, we are interested in understanding how
different reward systems affect different audiences of players.
To facilitate our investigation, we instrumented a human computation game with four kinds of reward systems. We then ran
a study comparing two versions of the game: one which randomly assigns rewards to players and one which offers players
the choice of different rewards. We conducted the study using two different player audiences: workers from an online
crowdsourcing platform and university students. We evaluated
the results as they relate to both the task completion and the
player experience. Our results show significant differences
between the random and choice conditions of the game, as
well as differences between player audiences and interactions
between these variables. For example, players in the choice
condition completed tasks more accurately and more quickly
than players in the random condition. We discuss these results, highlighting design recommendations around reward
systems in HCGs, along with future directions for studies in
this area. Ultimately, we believe this is a step to better understanding how reward systems work in HCGs, which would
open possibilities for new, effective, and entertaining games.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Rewards in HCGs

Traditionally, most human computation games have adopted
simple reward systems with mechanics that focus on the collaborative nature of human computation tasks and the social
features of crowdsourcing. Point and scoring systems are generally the most common form of feedback to the players. In
addition to being easy to implement, they provide both a form
of direct feedback to players and a way for task providers to
monitor and evaluate performance at the task. Most recent
survey work in HCGs [7, 16] explores rewards as different
forms of incentives available to the player, although these are
again in the context of scoring systems.
Design knowledge in HCGs has focused primarily on what
kind of behavior players should be rewarded for, specifically
as it pertains to collaboration and competition. Early design
work in von Ahn and Dabbish’s game templates [25] for classification tasks outlines that players should be rewarded for
collaborative agreement — which maps to the divide-andaggregate approach to solving the underlying human computation task. The respective games described [9, 24, 26]
all implement collaborative scoring systems, which reward
players for agreeing on task results, while leaderboards provide a social interface for players to interact, share scores,
and compete. Design of scoring systems and leaderboards
is further explored in Foldit [4], where the authors describe

the design of their scoring function and the evolution of their
leaderboards to better enable collaborative sharing (of protein
solutions) while still providing an interface for players to compete. Competitive play in HCGs has been explored in games
such as PhotoCity [23], which utilized an explicit competition between students at two universities and KissKissBan [6],
which implemented a three-person competitive variant of the
original ESP Game [24]. Finally, a study comparing collaborative and competitive scoring systems [20] suggests that
collaborative scoring systems may yield better task completion
results while competitive scoring systems may provide a more
engaging player experience. However, none of these design
investigations and games explore different or alternative kinds
of reward systems beyond point systems and leaderboards;
we investigate alternative systems in this paper. This relates
to a longstanding question [8, 7, 22] of how to incorporate
gameplay elements of modern, commercial games into HCGs
in ways that do not compromise the quality of either the task
completion or the player experience.
Rewards and Motivation in Games

Outside the domain of human computation games, reward
systems have been widely explored. In game design for digital games, common approaches towards understanding and
designing effective rewards in games are driven by theories
on motivations and incentives. Early approaches in game design sought to understand how player motivations mapped
to mechanics and reward in games, often for game genres
with diverse player bases such as multi-user dungeon games
(MUDs) [1], tabletop roleplaying games [10], MMOs [28],
and online games [2]. Models for player motivation and engagement incorporate psychological theories, such as selfdetermination theory [17]. A comprehensive overview of motivational theory as it applies to gamification and serious games
can be found in the work of Richter et al. [18]. The authors
note that point systems are the most-commonly utilized form
of reward feedback, and while their discussion focuses primarily on extrinsically-motivated rewards, they note that the effect
of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation still remains unknown. How these existing theories might need to be modified
in order to accommodate motivations unique to human computation is an open question. Unfortunately, only few attempts
have been made to understand motivations in the context of
HCGs. Using their game Indagator, Lee et al. [11] explore
motivations for participating in mobile content-sharing using
a model of player gratification. Similarly, in their analysis of
Foldit [3], Cooper et al. report the results of a suvey asking a
subset of users about motivations for playing the game. Their
responses were categorized based on Yee’s motivational components [28], amended with an additional “purpose” category
to capture intrinsic motivations for participation (i.e., assisting
with scientific discovery). Similar explorations appear in other
serious game domains, such as educational games [12], which
make adjustments to existing theories to accommodate for
intrinsic motivations beyond those driven by gameplay.
Motivation in Crowdsourcing

Research in crowdsourcing, specifically in the context of paid
crowdsourcing platforms, has also examined the effects of

motivation on worker performance, where extrinsic motivations are captured by financial compensation in addition to
any intrinsic motivation workers may have for solving the
task. Existing work shows that monetary reward may undermine the effects of intrinsic motivation in crowdsourced
workers [15] and that increasing the amount of financial compensation may yield more results, though not necessarily those
of higher quality [13]. Additionally, studies have examined
the interchangeability between paid crowdsourcing platforms
and HCGs [21, 19], suggesting that the quality of the completed work between the two is comparable. However, Sabou
et al.[19] remark that maintaining player motivation in HCGs
may be more difficult, suggesting that motivational findings
in the context of financially-compensated crowdsourcing may
not translate directly to HCGs. Thus is unclear whether how
and if so, to what extent, rewards in HCGs compare with
financial compensation.
EXPANDING ON REWARDS IN HCGS

Beyond point systems and leaderboards, we know very little
about how other kinds of reward systems behave in human
computation games. However, we know that all players are
not necessarily motivated by point systems and leaderboards,
but also for more immersive reasons which are not always
encapsulated in the most-commonly used reward systems in
HCGs. The diversity of reward and feedback systems in modern commercial games provides attractive alternatives, but
how can these systems (such as customizable avatars or game
narrative) be utilized in HCGs?
This raises the question of how to distribute rewards to players. If multiple reward systems are available, is it enough
to randomly distribute rewards to players or allow them to
pick which rewards they want? On the one hand, players who
are incentivized to play for a particular type of reward may
find themselves compelled to contribute for longer or faster
in order to receive the rewards they prefer, at the risk of frustrating players who might not appreciate randomly-distributed
rewards. On the other, giving players a choice of reward may
allow players to enjoy the rewards they prefer and possibly
also incentivize them to contribute better quality work, at the
risk of running out of content for reward systems or distracting
them from the underlying human computation task. Ideally,
we desire a reward distribution system that is fair to the players
(i.e., providing a quality player experience), but also respects
any needs of the task (i.e., ensuring quality task completion)
and the limitations of content within these systems.
To explore these questions, we built a game called Cafe Flour
Sack. Cafe Flour Sack is a culinary-themed HCG that asks
players to classify cooking ingredients for potential recipes. It
contains four different reward systems (or reward categories)
for players to interact with: global leaderboards, customizable
avatars, unlockable narratives, and a global progress tracker.
These systems were chosen to appeal to a broad audience of
players and thus cover a variety of different motivations for
play (e.g., such as those expressed in [28]), while remaining
representative of reward systems in modern digital games.
Leaderboards and customizable avatar systems have appeared
in prior HCGs, while narrative was designed to address alter-

Figure 1. The four reward systems in Cafe Flour Sack. Starting clockwise from the upper-left: the global leaderboards, the customizable
avatar, the progress tracker, and the unlockable narratives.

native motivations in a way that would not interact or interfere
with the other rewards. Finally, the global tracker was added to
accomodate a potential player population that derives motivation intrinsically by participating in learning or crowdsourcing,
but not from extrinsic rewards.
We now describe these four reward systems:
• Global Leaderboards In the global leaderboards, “leaderboard” currency is automatically used to increase players’
rank relative to other players. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of
the leaderboards in the upper-left corner. After each round
of tasks, players can check their leaderboard rank, which is
represented as a medal (or badge) in the leaderboard menu.
All players are added to the leaderboards by default, but
players who do not receive leaderboard currency (or choose
not to) remain at the default rank.
• Customizable Avatars In the customizable avatar system,
players spend their “avatar” currency to purchase digital
items that are used to customize a 2D avatar of a chef. These
items include chef-themed clothing and culinary objects.
While these kinds of virtual avatar systems are common in
commercial games and content distribution platforms, they
are rarely seen in HCGs (with one exception [5]). Figure 1
shows a screenshot of the customizable avatar in the upperright corner.
• Unlockable Narratives In the unlockable narrative system,
players use their “narrative” currency to unlock short stories
set in the universe of the game. These stories are presented
as conversational dialogue between the player and in-game
characters, and are unlocked in sequencial order. Figure 1
shows a screenshot of the leaderboards in the bottom-left
corner.
• Global Progress Tracker In the global progress tracker,
players may view statistics showing their overall contribution to the tasks being completed by all players in the game.

Figure 3. Screenshots of the reward selection screen between the two
versions of the game. On the left, the random version selects a reward
category (in this case, the avatar category) automatically. On the right,
the choice version allows the player to click on their preferred category.

Figure 2. An example minigame from Cafe Flour Sack. Here, the player
drags all ingredients that can be used in a corresponding recipe (“grilled
meat”) into a bin.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the progress tracker in the
bottom-right corner. These statistics (number of players,
recipes completed, etc.) are automatically updated each
time a player completes a round. This system is meant to
appeal to the intrinsic motivation of wanting to participate;
consequently, it automatically increases when players complete tasks - and does not require any additional interaction.
Instead, it exists merely to inform players of their progress
relative the overall progress of the cooking task.
Cafe Flour Sack’s cooking task is an artificial task with a
known answer, which allows us to evaluate the efficacy of
its reward mechanics without the complications of needing
to simultaneously solve a human computation problem. This
experimental approach of using an artificial task has been used
successfully in prior HCG research in order to evaluate HCG
design [14, 20]. We chose ingredient-recipe classification
due to its similarity to other classification and commonsenseknowledge problems, as well as its simplicity (as players did
not need actual culinary training, but merely knowledge of
what ingredients could be used in classes of recipes). For this
experiment, we used a gold-standard answer set containing 157
common cooking ingredients and 24 recipes. Each ingredient
either belonged to a given recipe or not, and could belong to
multiple recipes.
To ensure that the effects of each reward system could be
measured independently of each other, each reward system
has its own “currency” or point system. Currencies are not
interchangeable between systems. Progression in one system
does not impact progress in another - nor do any of the reward systems feed back into the gameplay of solving the task
(e.g., players cannot purchase “powerups” to assist with the
minigames).
METHODOLOGY

Cafe Flour Sack was released as an online game. Upon starting the game, players are placed into one of two versions of
the game, random and choice, which serve as the two conditions in a between-subjects experiment. The game version

changes how players will be assigned rewards. In the random version, the player is automatically assigned one of the
three reward categories at the beginning of each round. In the
choice version, the player is allowed to manually select one
of the three categories at the beginning of each round. Visibly
and interactively, the only difference between the two game
versions is the reward selection screen, as shown in Figure 3.
Players solve tasks by completing small minigames in rounds
of five. Each minigame presents the player with a recipe and
four possible ingredients to select from (as either belonging to
the recipe or not). Figure 2 shows an example of one of these
minigames. After completing a round, players are awarded
currency in one of the reward systems. The amount of currency
a player receives ranges from zero to five, equivalent to the
number of tasks successfully completed.
The game begins with a short tutorial round of five minigames,
after which players are given currency in all three possible
reward categories. They are then instructed to view each of
the reward menus in order to use their points, thus introducing
them to all of the reward systems, before progressing further in
the game. Players are then allowed to complete as many tasks
as they desire throughout the duration of the experiment. At
the end of the experiment, players are asked to fill out a postgame survey. Throughout gameplay, the game continually
logs data for both tasks and player actions.
We recruited players (participants) from two populations. The
first was through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Previous work
has successfully explored the use of paid crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, for distributing
HCGs [14, 21]. Cafe Flour Sack was made available as a
task (HIT) on Amazon Mechanical Turk’s online portal where
workers were compensated for playing the game, then answering the post-game survey. The second group was recruited
through an undergraduate computer science class and were
compensated for course credit for writing a report on the game
(again, after playing the game and taking the same post-game
survey).
The Amazon Mechanical Turk workers represent a group of
players who are highly-skilled at crowdsourcing work, but
are performing it through a monetarily-compensated interface (and thus not necessarily through HCGs). The student
population represents an audience likely to be familiar with

games, but not necessarily crowdsourcing work. Thus, when
compared with university students, Amazon Mechanical Turk
workers may be considered crowdsourcing experts and are
likely to encompass a wider range of demographics (such as
age range). Part of our long term goal is to broaden the accessibility of HCGs, so we deliberately chose to not only evaluate
our work across two different experimental conditions, but
two different audiences as well — something that has not been
done in prior HCG research.
Because we are interested in understanding engagement in the
context of rewards, we took some additional steps to account
for the fact that players might have extrinsic motivations for
completing the task quickly. First, we required all participants
to play for at least 20 minutes, during which they were allowed to freely allocate their time between interacting with
the reward systems and completing tasks (and thus yielding
additional currency for the reward systems). This was meant to
ensure that players would not be incentivized to rush through
the experiment as quickly as possible, in which case it would
be optimal to avoid interaction with the reward systems at
all. Similarly, we also did not require that players complete a
certain number of tasks.

Random

Choice

AMT Workers
Students

0.725
0.670

0.722
0.725

Total

0.696

0.724

Table 1. Mean task scores split by experimental condition, first broken
down into separate player audiences and then shown in total.

Our evaluation focuses on both the results of the task (task
completion) and the player experience. We investigate differences between the experimental conditions of random and
choice. Additionally, we investigate differences between the
two populations of our player audience — Amazon Mechanical Turk workers and students — while accounting for interaction effects with experimental condition. The majority
of our dependent variables had nonparametric distributions.
To measure differences and interactions between the conditions, unless otherwise stated, we used two-way ANOVAs
with aligned rank transforms [27] to account for the nonparametric nature of the data. Below, we report our results; we
then discuss them in the subsequent section.
Task Completion

Second, we introduced a button in the game’s main menu,
which we refer to as the “boredom” button. Players were
explicitly asked to press the button when they would have considered quitting the game under non-experimental conditions
(i.e., had they been playing the game without time enforcement
or financial compensation). Pressing the button was optional
and did not have any impact on whether or not players on
Amazon Mechanical Turk were compensated.

To evaluate the task completion, we considered three metrics:
the answer correctness, the number of tasks completed, and
the timing of task completion. These metrics reflect the design considerations of task providers. For an actual human
computation task, different metrics might be prioritized over
others depending on the task requirements; here, we observe
all metrics equally.

Finally, we wished to ensure that players who completed the
study later would not be biased by the presence and progression of earlier players in reward systems with visible social
elements — namely the leaderboard and the progress tracker.
In order to preserve the social elements of the study while
maintaining consistency across all players, we simulated both
the leaderboards and progress tracker using a set of fake players and results. After each round of the game, these players
were updated (including the addition of new fake players to
the game) with artificial progress in both in the leaderboards
and the progress tracker.

To verify answer correctness, each task — the pairing of four
cooking ingredients with a recipe — was assigned a score.
This score was computed using our gold-standard answer set
and is the ratio of correctly-assigned ingredients to the total
number of ingredients in the task. A task was considered
correct if 75% (a corresponding score of 0.75) or more of its
ingredients belonged to the given recipe.

RESULTS

The study was conducted over the course of several weeks,
during which the game was made available online both to
workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk and a university student
population. We report on results from 78 players who took part
in the study. 40 players were placed in the random condition
and 38 were placed in the choice condition. 39 players were
workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (randomly selected
from a larger population of 59 workers) and 39 players were
students.
In total, 24 players self-reported as female and 54 players selfreported as male. Most players reported themselves as 18-40
years old. Additionally, most players reported prior gaming
experience (around 80%); however only 15 players (around
20%) reported any prior experience with HCGs.

Correctness of Completed Tasks

The results show that both experimental condition and player
audience had significant effects on answer correctness. Players
in the choice condition had higher mean scores than players in
the random condition, 0.723 vs. 0.696 (F = 9.474, p < 0.01).
Amazon Mechanical Turk players had higher mean scores than
student players, 0.724 vs. 0.692 (F = 9.072, p < 0.01).
The player audience × experiment condition interaction was
significant (F = 28.648, p < 0.001). Table 1 shows the mean
task scores split across experimental condition and player audience. Amazon Mechanical Turk players in the random condition demonstrate the highest mean scores (0.7254) with student players in the choice performing closely behind (0.7245).
Meanwhile, student players in the random condition demonstrated the lowest mean scores (0.670).
Number of Completed Tasks

We also looked at the number of tasks completed per player
across both experimental condition and player audience. We
broke down our observations into three categories: the total number of tasks completed, the number of correct tasks

Random

AMT Workers
Students
Total

8.382
14.229
11.492

Leaderboards

Avatar

Narrative

Tracker

4

8

5

0

Students

13

6

2

2

AMT Workers

14

2

6

0

8

3

5

0

Choice

9.129
12.753

Random

10.507

Choice

Table 2. Mean task completion times (in seconds) for total tasks split
by experimental condition, first broken down into separate player audiences and then shown in total.

completed, and the number of incorrect tasks completed. On
average, Amazon Mechanical Turk players provided significantly more total answers (82.308 answers) compared with
student players (70.128 answers) (F = 5.083, p < 0.05). Additionally, when looking only at correct answers, Amazon
Mechanical Turk players also provided significantly more correct answers (57.410 answers) compared with student players
(44.590 answers) (F = 5.083, p < 0.05). No other significant effects were observed across experimental conditions and
player audience.
Timing of Completed Tasks

For our final task completion metric, we looked at the time
(in seconds) it took players to complete tasks. Similarly to
our observations of number of tasks completed, we evaluated
these results across total tasks, correct tasks, and incorrect
tasks.
When it came to the number of seconds it took players to
complete all (total) tasks, both experimental condition and
player audience had significant main effects. Players in the
choice condition showed faster mean times for total task completion than players in the random condition, 10.507 seconds
vs. 11.492 seconds (F = 8.228, p < 0.01). Meanwhile, Amazon Mechanical Turk players showed faster mean times for
total task completion than student players, 8.788 seconds vs.
13.652 seconds (F = 281.682, p < 0.001).
There were also interaction effects. When accounting for
experiment condition × player audience interaction across
all tasks, we also found a significant effect (F = 40.875, p <
0.001). Table 2 shows the mean task completion times for all
tasks split across experimental condition and player audience.
Overall, Amazon Mechanical Turk players in the random
condition demonstrated fastest mean times (8.382 seconds),
and are slightly slower in the choice condition (9.128 seconds).
This result is flipped across conditions for student players,
who demonstrated faster mean times in the choice condition
(12.753 seconds) compared with the slowest mean times in
the random condition (14.229 seconds).
Next, when looking only at the times it took players to complete tasks correctly, we found that once again, both experimental condition and player audience had significant effects
(however no interaction effects were observed). Players in the
choice condition were faster at completing tasks correctly than
players in the random condition, 9.773 seconds vs. 10.820
seconds (F = 5.809, p < 0.05). Meanwhile, Amazon Mechanical Turk players were faster at completing tasks correctly than student players, 8.348 seconds vs. 12.780 seconds
(F = 190.930, p < 0.001).

AMT Workers

Students

Total
39
19
18
2
Table 3. Counts of players’ favorite rewards across both experimental
condition and player audience.

Similarly, when looking only at the times it took players
to complete tasks incorrectly, both experimental condition
and player audience had significant effects. Players in the
choice condition were slightly faster at completing tasks incorrectly than players in the random condition, 12.262 seconds
vs. 12.726 seconds (F = 10.222, p < 0.01). Again, Amazon
Mechanical Turk players were faster at completing tasks incorrectly compared to student players, 9.802 mean seconds vs.
15.174 mean seconds (F = 21.868, p < 0.001). Significant
effects for experimental condition x player audience interaction were also observed (F = 43.596, p < 0.001). Amazon
Mechanical Turk players were faster overall (at 9.371 mean
seconds in the random condition and 10.167 mean seconds
in the choice). Student players were slower (at 14.991 and
15.531 mean seconds in the random and choice conditions
respectively).
In summary, players in the choice condition had faster mean
times for task completion than players in the random condition.
Additionally, Amazon Mechanical Turk players were significantly faster than completing tasks than student players at
completing tasks. These findings were observed not just for all
tasks, but also for tasks answered correctly and tasks answered
incorrectly. For total tasks, Amazon Mechanical Turk players
in the random condition were the fastest at completing tasks,
while students in the random condition were the slowest. For
incorrectly-answered tasks, Amazon Mechanical Turk players
in the random condition were the fastest, while students in the
choice condition were the slowest.
Player Experience

Our evaluation of the player experience consists of observations of player interaction, combined with player responses to
questions on the post-game survey. In particular, we are interested in understanding how players engaged with the reward
systems, as well as why they may have become disengaged
with these systems. We first on report player survey responses
regarding their favorite and least favorite reward systems in
Cafe Flour Sack, and a question of whether or not players
perceived they had a choice of reward systems. Next, we report on their their interaction time within each of the reward
systems. Finally, we report their interaction with the boredom
button in order to understand why they would have disengaged
with the game — and if our reward systems were responsible.
Reward Preference

First, we were interested to know how players responded to
each of the different reward systems available. In the postgame survey, players were asked to provide their favorite

Random

Choice

Leaderboards

Avatar

Narrative

Tracker

AMT Workers

3

4

7

3

Students

3

4

13

3

AMT Workers

3

4

8

7

Students

2

6

7

1

Total
11
18
35
14
Table 4. Counts of players’ least favorite rewards across both experimental condition and player audience.

reward system and their least favorite system in Cafe Flour
Sack. For players’ favorite reward system, 39 players selected
the leaderboards, 19 players selected the narrative rewards, 18
players selected the customizable avatar, and 2 players selected
the progress tracker. Table 3 shows the exact breakdown of
players’ favorite rewards across the experimental condition
and player audiences.
Meanwhile, regarding players’ least favorite reward system, 35
players selected the narrative, 18 players selected the customizable avatar system, 14 players selected the progress tracker,
and 11 players selected the leaderboards.
We found no differences or effects on task performance based
on players’ favorite and least favorite reward systems.
Perception of Choice

We looked at whether or not players perceived they had a
choice of rewards available, which we will refer to as “perception of reward choice”. In the post-game survey, players
were asked to rate the statement “I was able to choose which
rewards I wanted.” on a Likert-like scale from 1 to 5 (1 corresponding to “Strongly Disagree”, 5 corresponding to “Strongly
Agree”).
Both experimental condition and player audience had significant main effects on players’ “perception of reward choice.”
In the choice condition, players reported significantly higher
“perception of reward choice” than in the random condition
(F = 73.631, p < 0.001). Amazon Mechanical Turk players
reported higher perception of reward choice than student players (F = 5.548, p < 0.05). No significant interaction effects
were detected.
Duration of Play

As previously mentioned, interaction within the game was
limited to 20 minutes. For players who were participating in
this study through Amazon Mechanical Turk, it is likely that
were already incentivized to participate for financial reasons.
(Amazon Mechanical Turk also imposes a time limit for submitting task results, so players would have been unlikely to
continue playing under this additional time pressure.) Under
these limitations, we cannot look at total duration of play as
an indication of engagement or retention.
Instead, we look where how players spent their time during
those 20 minutes of play. In particular, we are interested to
see how long players spent in each of the different reward
systems. Each system had its own dedicated interface and we
recorded how long players spent in these interfaces. Some of
these systems, in particular, the leaderboards and the progress

Leaderboards

Random

Choice

AMT Workers
Students

10.174
12.829

7.828
10.174

Customizable Avatar

Random

Choice

AMT Workers
Students

11.157
12.039

10.939
12.694

Narratives

Random

Choice

AMT Workers
Students

45.093
47.070

60.980
58.036

Global Tracker

Random

Choice

AMT Workers
Students

6.068
10.278

6.808
7.654

Table 5. Mean duration (in seconds) for spent in all four reward systems
across both player audience type and experimental condition.

tracker, show very short durations, as interaction is limited to
viewing information such as leaderboard rank or task progress.
In comparison, the narrative system required players to read
and actively click through character dialogue. Table 5 shows
the mean time spent in each reward menu, broken down by
experimental condition and player audience.
In the leaderboards, both experimental condition and player
audience had a significant main effect on the duration of
interaction. Players in the random condition spent longer
in the leaderboards than players in the choice condition
(F = 7.319, p < 0.01), with a mean time of 11.904 seconds vs. 8.868 seconds. Student players spent much longer
in the leaderboards than Amazon Mechanical Turk players
(F = 7.265, p < 0.01), with a mean time of 11.795 seconds
vs. 8.650 seconds. No interaction effects were observed.
No significant differences in duration of interaction were observed between experimental conditions and player audience
for the remaining reward systems: the customizable avatar, the
unlockable narrative, and the global progress tracker.
Boredom

62 of the 78 players pressed the boredom button. Of these
players, 32 were in the random condition (80% press rate) and
30 were in the choice condition (79% press rate). 34 of these
players were Amazon Mechanical Turk players and 28 were
student players. When looking at the times (since the start
of the game) at which the boredom button was pressed, no
significant differences were detected between the experimental
conditions and the player audience.
Additionally, players were asked to clarify why they had
pressed the boredom button (if they had chosen to do so).
Overall, 26 players (around 42% of players) described their
primary reason for pressing the boredom button as due to the
repetitive nature of tasks (i.e., lack of variety in the tasks or
tasks that were too similar). 10 players described their main
reason as due to finishing or running out of reward content.
Other reasons included a lack of interest in the task and game
overall (10 players), general confusion or unfamiliarity with

certain ingredients (4 players), a lack of challenge (3 players),
and a lack of purpose and/or learning (3 players).
Given that the task was repetitive in nature (and addressing
these issues for boredom would involve looking at gameplay
mechanics beyond the scope of this study), we looked more
closely at the 10 players who described boredom due to finishing and running out of reward content, as this is directly
related to reward systems. Of these players, 4 were in the
random condition and 6 were in the choice condition, while
8 players were Amazon Mechanical Turk players and 2 were
student players. A majority of these players (6 of 10) listed
their favorite reward as the unlockable narrative, with 2 more
preferring the customizable avatar, and the last 2 preferring
the leaderboards.
DISCUSSION

What considerations for the design of reward systems in human
computation games can we draw from our results?
With multiple rewards systems, offering players the
choice of reward is both effective and engaging.
Overall, players in the choice condition demonstrated higher
task correctness and were faster at completing tasks. Additionally, players in the choice condition perceived they had
had more choice of rewards. This however, did not appear
to significantly affect interactions with the reward systems
themselves as we found no differences in the duration of interaction, suggesting that the lengths of player experiences
were similar. The only exception to this was that players in
the random condition spent longer in the leaderboards, but
these differences, while significant, were only on the order of
several seconds. We conclude that offering players the choice
of reward benefits both task completion and the player experience. While other explorations of mechanics in HCGs have
shown potential trade-offs in task completion and player experience [20] (and thus may require balancing design decisions
for maximizing one aspect of HCGs over the other), the choice
condition showed benefits for both.
Adjusting reward mechanics can make certain player audiences perform more effectively.
Overall, Amazon Mechanical Turk players performed significantly better than student players at all task completion metrics
(task correctness, number of tasks completed, and rate of task
completion), which is unsurprising given that Amazon Mechanical Turk players are considered crowdsourcing experts.
As previously mentioned, Amazon Mechanical Turk players
in the random condition were the most effective players overall, significantly so when it came to both task correctness and
rate of task completion. However, these differences in task
completion metrics, compared to the next most effective population, are significant but small. When separating students by
experimental condition, students in the choice condition have
task completion metrics more comparable to those of Amazon
Mechanical Turk players. This is not the case with the random
condition, where the difference in task completion metrics is
much larger. So while our two player audiences performed
very differently on task completion in one experimental condition (students significantly lower than Amazon Mechanical
Turk players in random), they were comparable in the other

(choice). Our findings are limited because our task was selected for its simplicity, relying on primarily on commonsense
knowledge without additional training. However, for more
complicated tasks, such improvements could be very valuable.
Combined with the previous consideration, this suggests that
design decisions such as offering players choice of multiple
rewards have the potential to greatly improve task completion
metrics without negatively affecting the player experience.
Small changes in the design of reward mechanics can have
large impacts on task completion and the player experience.
A design concern unique to HCG design is determining which
gameplay elements have the most significant effects on both
the task completion and the player experience. The difference
between the random and the choice versions of the game was
a single screen that assigned or allowed players to choose
their reward before completing a round of gameplay. In this
study, we showed this fairly simple design change for in the
presentation and acquisition of rewards could had significant
affects on both task completion and the player experience, in
particular managing to improve results for a non-expert player
audience. At the same time, the interaction effects between
how we reward players and player audience highlight the importance of paying attention to the target player audience. This
appears to be especially true in the context of reward systems
and their mechanics. To the best of our knowledge, existing
HCG research has not deeply examined how different player
audiences might affect HCGs, not to mention tailoring subsets
of HCG game mechanics within a single game to different audiences. This study helps to confirm the importance of reward
mechanics to both task completion and the player experience.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our study is limited by the number of users. This is due in
part to the fact that conducting studies on Amazon Mechanical
Turk is also prohibitively more expensive (both financially
and logistically compared to the majority of tasks on the platform with extremely short durations). Additionally, many
steps were taken to address factors in the study confounded
by financial or academic compensation, which possibly affected aspects of gameplay interaction players would have
had in a non-experimental setting. For example, we simulated
the presence of social elements (artificial players) to avoid
bias, but it is not clear how this compares to the presence of
real social elements. Finally, reward systems in many digital
games often contain interacting elements (e.g., exchangeable
reward currencies) or are entangled with other game mechanics. Our setup necessitated keeping the systems separate to
observe experimental effects, thus possibly limiting the kinds
and implementations of reward systems.
Going forward, we believe there are many possible investigations enabling a better understanding of reward systems
in human computation games. We utilized multiple reward
systems in Cafe Flour Sack, some of which are present in
existing HCGs and others which have never been examined
before. While leaderboards were the preferred reward in Cafe
Flour Sack, many players also expressed preferences for other
underutilized systems. We also found no correlations between

players who selected leaderboards with higher task completion or player experience metrics, suggesting that other reward
systems might be viable for inclusion in HCGs. This raises
questions such as whether leaderboards are the most effective
reward system for all tasks and all audiences? Was a dislike of
the unlockable narrative due to its particular implementation
or because these particular audiences were unengaged by the
content in this context?
Answering such questions would require undertaking a direct
comparison of the different reward systems (including others
not explored in this study) and seeing their effects on task completion and the player experience. Based on our explorations
in this study, investigating leaderboard alternatives might focus on more neutrally-favored systems (e.g., the customizable
avatar) over more polarizing systems (e.g., the unlockable
narrative). This, however, comes with some considerations.
Implementing many or multiple kinds of reward systems puts
an additional burden on HCG developers, not just for their
implementation, but generation of content as well. While
the most frequently-cited reason for player boredom with the
game was due to the repetitive nature of the tasks, we note
that the next-most identified reason for boredom (affecting
12% of players) was due to running out of or finishing reward
content. These players showed a clear preference for reward
systems with finite content (the unlockable narrative and the
customizable avatar), suggesting that a population of players
was in fact deeply-engaged with these systems and performed
enough work to exhaust all of the content in them. In order
for these systems to be effective for potential player populations such as this, the amount of available reward content must
match the amount of desired (or estimated) human computation work required per player, something that is of concern to
HCG developers.
Other aspects of rewards, such as reward contingencies (what
players were rewarded for) and schedules (when rewards were
received), were kept constant for this study to reduce the number of variables, but also merit separate investigation for their
effects on task performance and player engagement. Additionally, while our setup prohibited us from conducting fully
qualitative interviews (i.e., not violating Amazon Mechanical
Turk’s Terms of Service), a deeper, detailed understanding of
what motivates players to engage with HCGs — and how these
findings fit within existing motivational and crowdsourcing
frameworks for compensation — is imperative to making more
effective and engaging HCGs based on player feedback.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explored the use of multiple reward systems
in human computation games and the effect of changing how
these rewards are distributed to players. Studying the impact
of design decisions in HCGs is crucial to helping scientists,
researchers, and game developers create more effective and
engaging games. We ran a study comparing two versions of a
cooking-themed HCG, Cafe Flour Sack, containing multiple
reward systems. One version of the game (random) randomly
distributed rewards to players and the other version of the
game (choice) that allowed players to choose between possible
reward systems. We released this game to two different player

audiences and studied the effects of the conditions as they
relate to the two main design considerations of HCGs: task
completion and the player experience.
We observed several main and interaction effects, such as that
players in the choice condition solved tasks more correctly
and perform tasks quicker. Unsurprisingly, we also found that
Amazon Mechanical Turk players proved to be significantly
better at solving tasks than student players. Overall, Amazon
Mechanical Turk players in the random condition had the
highest task completion metrics, but all other players in the
choice condition were not far behind (with student players in
the random condition demonstrating significantly lower task
completion metrics). When it came to aspects of the player
experience, we found that players in the choice condition
perceived they had more choice of rewards, but there were few
differences in their interaction with the reward systems (with
leaderboards being the only exception). Additionally, student
players were more engaged along these metrics than Amazon
Mechanical Turk players.
Based on our results, we suggest that offering players choice
of rewards leads to better task completion and a more engaged
player experience. Interaction effects suggest that reward
mechanics are sensitive to both our experimental conditions
and player audiences, but we can leverage reward mechanics
to improve task completion without negatively affecting the
player experience of one audience (students) compared to
another (Amazon Mechanical Turk workers). Finally, we
discuss our limitations and future work in reward mechanics
for HCGs. Ultimately, our goal is to help HCGs become more
effective and engaging for both task providers and players,
and that our investigations from this study help to clarify the
design space of reward systems in these games.
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